
1. Introduction

The fossil oil and gas industry’s massive relentless worldwide campaign to stymie climate action,
targeting everyone from ordinary citizens to the highest echelons of political and legislative powers, has
been well-documented. A recent three-part PBS docuseries links our collective failure to take meaningful
and timely climate action to this campaign of (1) Denial, (2) Doubt, and (3) Delay perpetrated by the fossil
fuel industry.

It is one thing to watch or read about the oil and gas industry’s deceit, but quite another to witness it
unfold in our communities and experience it first-hand, and to hear our local/state legislators and their
staff innocently or deliberately parrot the disinformation that their offices have been infected with. This
article catalogs the campaigns by oil and gas companies and some gas utilities in New York State to
delay and dilute the provisions of its 2019 climate law, the Climate Leadership and Community Protection
Act (CLCPA), particularly its building electrification targets that pack the most emissions, pollution, health,
and economic benefits for the state.
___________________________________________________________________________________
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2. New Yorkers for Affordable Energy

“New Yorkers for Affordable Energy,” is an astroturfing group backed by the American Petroleum
Institute, Enbridge, Millennium Pipeline, some New York utility owners (National Grid, Central Hudson,
Avangrid/NYSEG), and others. While it has been around for a few years, its disinformation campaign
went into overdrive during the NYS Fiscal Year 2023 budget negotiations, in which a mandate to phase
out fossil fuels from new buildings was being considered – not only because the building sector is New
York’s biggest source of greenhouse gas emissions, but also because New York leads the nation in
deaths and sickness from pollution due to on-site fossil fuel combustion in buildings, and new all-electric
construction with heat pumps is cost competitive or less expensive than dual-fuel construction. In other
words, climate-friendly all-electric buildings would save lives while generally costing less to build,
operate, and maintain.

Yet, while the NYS Senate supported the measure and Governor Hochul remained neutral, the sudden
and substantial disinformation blast by this front group using broadcast, on-line, and social media ads,
robocalls, and mailers was enough to bully the NYS Assembly and its speaker into blocking the building
decarbonization measure in the budget as well as during the remainder of the legislative session.

Here is a complete list of the entities behind this outfit, and more context can be found here and here. In
addition to the usual players, some of New York’s utilities seem to be using the money they earn from
ratepayers to beam lies at them!

Figure 1: A graphic from this great piece by littlesis.org on “New Yorkers for Affordable Energy” shows the
major backers of this astroturfing group and their roles.

https://news.littlesis.org/2022/04/19/fossil-fuel-industry-mobilizes-front-group-to-weaken-ny-climate-law/
https://news.littlesis.org/2022/04/19/fossil-fuel-industry-mobilizes-front-group-to-weaken-ny-climate-law/
https://news.littlesis.org/2022/04/19/fossil-fuel-industry-mobilizes-front-group-to-weaken-ny-climate-law/
https://www.ny4affordableenergy.com/ourcoalition/
https://twitter.com/JenMetzgerNY/status/1509989071095054336
https://twitter.com/EmilyAssembly/status/1509955239666987018
https://news.littlesis.org/2022/04/19/fossil-fuel-industry-mobilizes-front-group-to-weaken-ny-climate-law/
https://littlesis.org/


3. Two Hooks make a very big crook!

Michelle Hook, the executive director of the front group New Yorkers for Affordable Energy, is the Vice
President of Public Affairs at Danskammer Energy, the coal and gas power company that has been
poisoning Newburgh for decades. Interestingly, she’s also a board member of New York League of
Conservation Voters (NYLCV). NYLCV has a long history of appointing board members with fossil fuel
ties who sometimes actively push for fossil fuel expansion!

The buildings sector appeared to be a low-priority item in NYLCV’s 2022 policy agenda, but they did
release a belated memo of support for the All-Electric Building Act in early May. With its own board
member playing a role, this critical bill for stopping fossil-fuel expansion in New York failed because it
was never brought up for a vote. Yet, NYLCV does not mention this setback in its recap of the 2022
legislative session (Figure 2; ironically, it uses images of buildings as backdrop), even though the New
York’s Climate Action Council clearly states in its draft scoping plan (pp 125–127) that passing this
legislation in 2022 for a 2024 start of implementation is critical for New York to meet its GHG emissions
reduction targets from the building sector. While the New York State legislature took some baby climate
steps, the 2022 legislative session, like the previous two, spectacularly failed to stop the expansion of
fossil fuels in the state. Despite the so-called “nation leading” climate law that the NYS legislators have
been patting themselves on the back about for the last three years, fossil fuels continue to grow in New
York with no signs of a near-term reversal of this trend.

As fossil-fuel expansion continues unabated in New York, many state legislators continue to earn
fantastic NYLCV ratings because NYLCV rates them based only on their votes on the bills that the
leadership of the two houses brings to the floor for a vote. Some legislators earning these high
environmental ratings privately urge the leadership to refrain from advancing meaningful climate bills, like
the all-electric new construction mandate, often because they deem these bills to be politically risky, in
part due to fossil-fuel disinformation campaigns illustrated in this article. This saves them from being
scored on these bills and their failure to support them escapes public scrutiny.

Figure 2: Fossil gas executive Michelle Hook is the Executive Director of New Yorkers for Affordable
Energy and a board member of New York League of Conservation Voters (NYLCV).

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-hook-1252308/
https://nylcv.org/board-member/michelle-hook/
https://nylcv.org/
https://news.littlesis.org/2019/06/26/ny-league-of-conservation-directors-are-pushing-the-williams-pipeline-other-nys-fossil-fuel-projects/
http://nylcv.org/wp-content/uploads/NYLCV_2022_StatePolicyAgenda_webspread.pdf
http://nylcv.org/wp-content/uploads/S.-6843-c_A.-8431-b-All-Electric-Buildings.pdf
https://nylcv.org/
https://nylcv.org/
https://climate.ny.gov/-/media/Project/Climate/Files/Draft-Scoping-Plan.pdf
https://www.thecity.nyc/2022/6/6/23157391/climate-bills-stall-albany-governor-hochul-sign
https://nylcv.org/news/nylcv-releases-2021-state-environmental-scorecard/
https://www.ny4affordableenergy.com/2022/03/29/new-yorkers-for-affordable-energy-coalition-launches-statewide-television-campaign/


Michelle Hook’s husband, Morgan Hook is a managing director with SKDKnickerbocker, a PR and
marketing firm that often engages with front groups and is contracted to support New Yorkers for
Affordable Energy, making the Hooks a subject of social-media ridicule as a power couple of fossil fuel
corruption in New York. Other than running public disinformation campaigns aimed directly at citizens,
SKDK also specializes in amplifying the propaganda of the corrupt entities in the coalitions behind its
front groups by ghostwriting for them, as shown in Figure 3. Note that SKDK has close ties with the
Democratic party and also likely runs campaign PR for some Democratic NYS legislators.

Figure 3: Some likely examples of SKDK’s handiwork, supporting the agenda of the fossil-fuel front group,
New Yorkers for Affordable Energy.

4. National Grid

While there are many famously corrupt fossil-fuel companies, corporate lobbying groups, and corporate
front groups that have come together to form New Yorkers for Affordable Energy, the ring leader National
Grid, which is at the forefront of attacking the CLCPA, deserves special mention. National Grid is a British
ultra corrupt, legally-monopolistic utility that intends to not only continue distributing and selling fossil gas,
but to continue expanding gas infrastructure to increase gas distribution and sales, in complete disregard
of settled science on the absolutely devastating climate and health impacts of these plans. The fact that
the characterization of National Grid as ultra corrupt isn’t an exaggeration can be readily confirmed by a
Google search with the term “National Grid Executives Jail.” Figure 4 shows some of the top search
results.

https://www.cityandstateny.com/power-lists/2022/01/2022-political-pr-power-50/360815/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/morgan-hook-6a96778/
https://webapps.jcope.ny.gov/public/ViewFiling/MzU4NTEz0
https://webapps.jcope.ny.gov/public/ViewFiling/MzU4NTEz0
https://twitter.com/PipelineImpacts/status/1520101301501272064
https://twitter.com/PipelineImpacts/status/1520101301501272064


Figure 4: A Google search of “National Grid executives jail” yields multiple links with different dates,
places, and crimes. The same search with NYSEG, a similarly sized NYS utility, yields almost nothing.

Astroturfing and front groups is just one of the myriad ways National Grid spreads disinformation. Their
executives have shown up at Climate Action Council’s public hearings and NY State Assembly’s public
hearing on all-electric buildings to raise faux concerns about “affordability and reliability” and to promote
false solutions like Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) and Hydrogen. While under the best of scenarios, the
available amount of RNG can only substitute a tiny fraction of fossil gas, and hydrogen is a totally
unsuitable alternative (as a little Google search will readily reveal), National Grid continues to push these
false solutions or non-solutions because building unnecessary pipelines and other infrastructure is the
most profitable part of a regulated gas monopoly’s business. They also use the promise of RNG and
Hydrogen as backup fuels to support gas infrastructure, while deliberately sidestepping the fact that due
to low volumes, the delivery cost per therm would be exorbitant.

Figure 5: Clicking on the image above will play video clips to show that the only reason why National Grid’s
Chief Greenwashing Officer hasn’t featured in Figure 4 yet is that these testimonies are not under oath.

National Grid and other gas utilities like Central Hudson have access to millions of their customers, which
they misuse not only for greenwashing and spreading disinformation through direct emails and bill
inserts, but also to intimidate elected officials into accepting their agenda. Figure 6 shows images of
portions of such emails sent to customers by National Grid to greenwash and to pressure lawmakers and
state agencies, and by Central Hudson to oppose the CLCPA.

https://climate.ny.gov/CAC-Meetings-and-Materials
https://nystateassembly.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=8&clip_id=6958
https://nystateassembly.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=8&clip_id=6958
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dxmp3Z54ZZjxaV1HOJqOwsD153Gel4H0/view?usp=sharing
https://view.ceros.com/national-grid/eny-project-c/p/1
https://nationalgrid.mypreferencecenter.com/Global/StandardEmailView?subscriberId=710e047e-2ad1-48dd-8f63-c7a9d6adf0d1&campaignSendId=efb9b998-3e66-4f58-ac29-431293cfd4d6&isTest=False
https://nationalgrid.mypreferencecenter.com/Global/StandardEmailView?subscriberId=710e047e-2ad1-48dd-8f63-c7a9d6adf0d1&campaignSendId=efb9b998-3e66-4f58-ac29-431293cfd4d6&isTest=False
http://archive.mailengine1.com/csb/Public/show/fdwk-2jqnlo--zqca2-he37zjv9


Figure 6: Parts of emails from National Grid and Central Hudson to their customers. (a) National Grid
greenwashing and promoting false solutions such as RNG and Hydrogen through a so-called “Project C.”
(b) National Grid using their customers to muster support for a pipeline project with no long-term necessity
or financial viability or impact on existing customers. (c) Central Hudson feeding talking points (not in
image) to its customers and asking them to comment on the Climate Action Council’s draft scoping plan.

National Grid flouts laws, rules, and regulations with impunity (Figure 7). National Grid has also
encouraged the union bosses at IBEW to rail against electrification using the same debunked talking
points that are featured in almost all disinformation campaigns covered in this document. IBEW is the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, who would actually benefit from electrification.

Figure 7: Facebook ads from National Grid in violation to their August 2021 rate agreement with the PSC.

5. New York Propane Gas Association

During their Fall 2021 conference, the New York Propane Gas Association laid out their strategy for
fighting the CLCPA, in particular, the electrification that would be required to decarbonize New York’s
building sector. The details of this strategy can be found in this 🔥astonishing video🔥! Key clips (like

https://view.ceros.com/national-grid/eny-project-c/p/1
https://nationalgrid.mypreferencecenter.com/Global/StandardEmailView?subscriberId=710e047e-2ad1-48dd-8f63-c7a9d6adf0d1&campaignSendId=efb9b998-3e66-4f58-ac29-431293cfd4d6&isTest=False
http://archive.mailengine1.com/csb/Public/show/fdwk-2jqnlo--zqca2-he37zjv9
http://youtube.com/watch?v=lkeYroNymrc
https://apps.cio.ny.gov/apps/mediacontact/public/view.cfm?parm=4F02E250-D453-2C85-A6747C6C07F680B9_DF154CF4-D667-6604-67690CF759BB0654
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HdVSoW8rseFSBLp2Ho9dtwd6TYtzqFK2/view?usp=sharing


this one targeting down-state legislators and women) from the video can be viewed here. Some
screenshots from the video that highlight the key aspects of their anti-CLCPA strategy are included
below.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e-9WuZ1IWHWVnmap5oShWyFkd4xb3VY2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UqVsQqTgJWSXyHBD7e0uheCj3n-PXsfb?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HdVSoW8rseFSBLp2Ho9dtwd6TYtzqFK2/view


In his presentation at the NYPGA Fall 2021 conference, Richard Goldberg, the CEO of Warm Thoughts
Communications, a fossil-fuel PR firm, describes in excruciating detail how the fuel-oil industry in New
Jersey is (successfully) fighting electrification there. He cites $1.2 million of fundraising in New Jersey in
2021, and asserts that they will need to raise and spend a lot more in New York because it’s bigger. They
have done thorough research on their messaging and have figured out which falsehoods resonate best
with voters and legislators. Their research also showed that women were more likely to shift their position
than men, which is why women are featured prominently in their campaigns. They are learning from their
campaigns in New Jersey, and are planning/executing similar campaigns in New York. Key clips and full
videos of Richard Goldberg’s and others’ presentations can be found here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HdVSoW8rseFSBLp2Ho9dtwd6TYtzqFK2/view?usp=sharing
https://www.warmthoughts.com/
https://www.warmthoughts.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e-9WuZ1IWHWVnmap5oShWyFkd4xb3VY2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UqVsQqTgJWSXyHBD7e0uheCj3n-PXsfb?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UqVsQqTgJWSXyHBD7e0uheCj3n-PXsfb?usp=sharing






As seen in the images above, NYPGA and their allies are ready to “take their gloves off” to fight
electrification and the CLCPA, for which they even have a battle fund. Part of their strategy is to rebrand
propane as a “green” fuel; something they learned from the AGA! Here’s another video of a PERC
director, describing their gaslighting scheme in another 🔥remarkable video🔥.

6. Smarter New York Energy

The website and Facebook page that Warmthoughts Communications and NYPGA refer to above is
called Smarter New York Energy. Currently, the primary aim of Smarter New York Energy is to generate
as many comments on New York’s Climate Action Council’s draft scoping plan as possible, to oppose the
CLCPA. In addition to digital advertising on Facebook, YouTube, and other platforms, the site is being
promoted by various fossil fuel businesses all across the state, such as propane dealers (see customer
email from Bottini Fuel in the images above) and even gas stations (see Figure 9 and the linked video
clip). Clicking on their ads or the link in the emails takes the targeted individual to their website that
sends an email to scopingplan@nyserda.ny.gov with a pre-drafted comment opposing the CLCPA.

Figure 8: Some images and a form letter with an anti-CLCPA campaign full of falsehoods and
scaremongering from the anonymous website smarternyenergy.org.

https://www.nypropane.com/about-us/pay/
https://propane.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13qsdJalf-FMKE5nKEoCEmYqHRV47zgwj/view?usp=sharing
https://www.smarternyenergy.org/
https://climate.ny.gov/Our-Climate-Act/Climate-Action-Council
https://climate.ny.gov/-/media/Project/Climate/Files/Draft-Scoping-Plan.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=all&country=US&view_all_page_id=106656845034469&sort_data[direction]=desc&sort_data[mode]=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all
mailto:scopingplan@nyserda.ny.gov
https://www.smarternyenergy.org/


Figure 9: A video that plays on the screen of a pump at this Mirabito Station as the customer fuels (left),
and part of an email sent by Petro Home Services to its customers.

7. The American Petroleum Institute & Energy Citizens

The American Petroleum Institute (API) is the largest and the most nefarious trade association of the oil
and gas industry whose key goal is to stymie efforts to address climate change. API achieves this
through direct lobbying via their own army of lobbyists and lawyers at the federal and state levels, as well
as through direct reach to citizens via a front group called Energy Citizens that they set up to fight climate
action. Until a few years ago, it used to spread disinformation around climate change itself, claiming that
there is no such thing as human-caused climate change that scientists agree upon. During the last few
years, as almost everyone can directly observe the impacts of climate change around them, API shifted
its strategy to discrediting climate solutions from discrediting climate science. Let’s make no mistake that
this change in messaging in no way represents a change in the hearts and minds of API’s leadership,
which stays committed to shoving dirty, expensive, volatile oil and gas down the throats of Americans.

In March 2022, Energy Citizens launched an attack on New York’s legislative efforts around
building-electrification.  Like all their campaigns, this one too relies on lies and fear-mongering and
prompts citizens to send an automated email to their NY State representatives opposing bans on gas
hook-ups in new buildings. Screenshots in Figure 10 give a glimpse of their campaign in NY, which was
pulled back when the State’s legislative session came to an end in early June. API/Energy Citizens had
launched a vigorous mail (Figure 11) and social media campaign, which is now inactive, but included at
least a dozen different Facebook ads (Figure 12) at its height in the Spring of 2022 with a weekly budget
of nearly $50,000. They have now moved on to exploiting the tragic events in Ukraine to build public
pressure on the Biden administration to expand oil and gas extraction and to build pipelines and liquified
natural gas (LNG) export terminals.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NUXPsretH_McC09inrC0q54z4rZdjoZ2/view?usp=sharing
https://www.mirabito.com/convenience-stores/locations/
https://www.petro.com/
https://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/American_Petroleum_Institute
https://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Energy_Citizens
https://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/2022/03/17/american-petroleum-institute-launches-misleading-ad-campaign-against-grassroots-led-ny-gas-ban/
https://energycitizens.org/campaigns/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=active&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&id=502773311462159&q=gas%20ban&view_all_page_id=113891694102&regions[0]=New%20York&sort_data[direction]=desc&sort_data[mode]=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all


Figure 10: API propaganda aimed at defeating the All-Electric Building Act in NY State’s FY’23 budget.

Figure 11: Image (debunked) of one of the mailers being sent by Energy Citizens/API to New Yorkers in key
legislative districts during March-April, 2022.



Figure 12: Images from Energy Citizen’s Facebook campaign opposing the All-Electric Building Act.

8. American Gas Association & American Public Gas Association

American Gas Association (AGA) and its cousin, the American Public Gas Association (APGA) are trade
groups representing gas utilities. While their direct interference with climate legislation in New York has
yet to be detected, they do a lot of foundational work on gas disinformation that the local utilities draw
upon. In 2018, fearing imminent electrification pushes, APGA hired the elite PR firm Porter Novelli to
promote gas, as shown in the images below. Porter Novelli’s research found that homeowners have no
preference for a fuel type for water and space heating; they would simply choose the less expensive
option. However, they could be persuaded to develop loyalty to gas stoves.

Based on their and Porter Novelli’s research, AGA and APGA launched a massive media and social
media campaign promoting gas stoves, even though cooking accounts for less than 3% of household
gas use. A detailed account of decades of gas promotion, including the recent campaigns, can be found
in this captivating video: It’s Time To Break Up With Our Gas Stoves | Climate Town.

https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=active&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&id=502773311462159&q=gas%20ban&view_all_page_id=113891694102&regions[0]=New%20York&sort_data[direction]=desc&sort_data[mode]=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all
https://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/American_Gas_Association
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/programs/energy-justice/pdfs/FERC_Petition_Exhibit_B_Additional_Associations.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hX2aZUav-54


Figure 13: An excerpt from an APGA letter from July 2018 describing the need for and Porter Novelli’s role
in a public disinformation campaign to promote fossil gas.

Figure 14: An excerpt from AGA’s 2018 “Speak up For Natural Gas” advocacy training workshop.

Following the multi-year campaign to promote cooking with gas, AGA and APGA hired consulting firms to
conduct unscientific surveys, whose results are quoted in various form letters in New York (Section 9)
claiming that 70% Americans prefer cooking with gas. For example, the ads shown in Figure 16 exhort
Facebook users to share their opinion on gas with enticing images of cooking with gas.

https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/6766829/NG2018-Conference.pdf


Figure 15: Examples of heavy nationwide gas promotions from 2018–2021.

Figure 16: Facebook ads for surveys with enticing gas stove images.

Many gas utilities use AGA and APGA’s playbook to spread disinformation using ratepayer funds. As
shown below, in January 2022, the United States’ largest gas utility was fined for exactly the actions that
are detailed in this document. In New York State, it is the responsibility of the Public Service Commission
that regulates gas utilities to track and prevent such misuse. As shown in Figure 7, the PSC
commissioners in New York, some with past and current fossil-fuel and gas-utility associations, appear to
be generally lax in enforcement.

https://www.dps.ny.gov/
https://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/553FBA3F3EEF7FBD85257687006F3A6D?OpenDocument


https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2022-02-04/socalgas-faces-10-million-fine-for-fighting-climate-action

“Between June 2018 and January 2021, the company used ratepayers’ funds — without their

knowledge — to push back on energy efficiency standards for buildings, argue against

electrification requirements, sow doubt about the connection between gas appliances and indoor

air pollution, and fund industry advocacy groups.”

In addition to promoting the use of fossil gas, AGA also promotes false solutions such as Renewable
Natural Gas (RNG). Talk of a mostly fictitious future gas system piping RNG blended with hydrogen
instead of fossil gas gives gas and pipeline companies an excuse to keep expanding their cash cow, the
gas infrastructure, gives political cover to their legislative allies, and as shown in Figure 17, helps soften
public opposition to gas. As described in Section 4, this is a huge part of National Grid’s strategy to keep
gas infrastructure and sales alive until climate doomsday.

Figure 17: AGA is also pushing false solutions such as RNG.

9. NYS Association of Plumbing, Heating, Cooling Contractors

During the 2021-22 legislative session, NY State legislators started receiving hundreds of form letters
claiming, among other falsehoods, that 70% of Americans prefer gas stoves, the fragile grid cannot
handle building electrification and is anyway powered by fossil fuels, etc. Many campaigns described in
this document use similar talking points and a similar playbook. One such letter was created and
promoted by the NY State Association of Plumbing, Heating, Cooling Contractors, which is also a
member of the front group New Yorkers for Affordable Energy (Section 2). This letter doesn’t cite a
source for the percentage of Amercans that it claims love their gas stoves, but we suspect that it is a
survey of the type shown in Figure 16. Note that the multiyear gas-cooking promotions described in

https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2022-02-04/socalgas-faces-10-million-fine-for-fighting-climate-action
https://go.grist.org/e/399522/0m-for-ratepayer-money-misuse-/266zwvc/986402688?h=1TK7ABpOZwRagEactp_L95toV7nVmemKM_ydVlwWG1k
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6772294-AGA-Spring-2018-SGC-Meeting.html#document/p108/a5494


Section 8 were aimed precisely at using Americans’ so-called preference for gas stoves to obstruct
climate legislation aimed at curtailing the use of fossil gas for water and space heating. Below, we display
the entire content of the letter and debunk the misleading and false claims in it.

Figure 18: The source of one of the letters that NYS legislators received during the 2021-22 legislative
session.

The claim in the letter that a majority of New Yorkers support the continued use of gas to heat their
homes and other appliances is false. For space and water heating, most consumers are only concerned
about the cost and have no preference for a specific fuel. With efficient heat pumps and escalating gas
prices, gas is no longer the cheaper alternative in most of New York. A majority of New Yorkers favor
immediate, meaningful climate action.

https://www.flipsnack.com/lipower/lipa-building-decarbonization-fact-sheet/download-pdf.html


This is categorically incorrect. These bills apply to new construction only, and the grid will easily be able
to adapt to the gradual electrification over the next two-three decades.  For example, at one point, there
were hardly any air conditioners on the grid. Within two-three decades, from the 1950s to 1970s, central
air conditioners became standard in the US. Even with the old grid technology of the 1960s, the grid
worked just fine!  Also, recall that Con Edison and LIPA support electrification of new construction,
allaying any fears about the grid. A more detailed analysis can be found here.

The 70% number quoted here has no credible source. Gas is not at all less energy intensive than heat
pumps;  cold climate air source and ground source heat pumps can effectively provide space heating
anywhere in New York. In new construction, natural gas furnaces are less affordable because they need
to be paired with air conditioning for a complete HVAC system; heat pumps are capable of both heating
and cooling with a single system. The point about modifications to wiring is completely bogus; in fact, an
all-electric construction would save money by avoiding the need for a gas plumbing system.

As far as restaurants are concerned, the vastly more efficient induction cooktops will keep energy costs
low. Additionally, chefs who have switched to induction rave about how much cooler and more
comfortable the restaurant’s kitchen is without gas burners (not to mention deadly indoor pollution from
gas). So induction cooking saves on air conditioning costs as well.

Here, the form letter makes vague claims that the letter writers are conservationists, but makes no
reference to climate change. The letter also urges the legislators to meet the environmental goals with
the current energy portfolio. It is impossible to make any progress towards any reasonable climate goals
with an energy portfolio that includes fossil fuels such as methane, which is exceedingly dangerous
because of its own massive warming potential when it inevitably leaks, and because of the warming it
causes from CO2 emissions when it burns.

Additionally, indoor gas combustion is a respiratory and cardiac health risk, causes asthma among
children, and is a safety hazard that results in frequent fires and explosions.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17t9lFop-RVhu91hQA-ROqv4K73N994US/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ytTDLMXQ93uMzXYoBwVMuc78ojYFbu4T/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IHlpTYgN7r6UPzx2fNeR2oUIEPMj_t1RtvzGM3jiXgc/edit?usp=sharing


10. Social media disinformation by recruited trolls

A small group of the same individuals can often be found posting comments like the one below on
multiple social media platforms, and on multiple pages on each platform.

This seemingly convincing technical comment posted on Gov. Hochul’s campaign FaceBook page is
completely false because (1) It points to the US national average, not New York, where it has been
shown that electrification reduces emissions based on the current fuel-mix in NY electricity supply and
planned near-term sources. (2) The direct conversion between BTU and KWh is bogus because heat
pumps move energy and yield heat equivalent to 1.5–4 KWh for each KWh of grid electricity consumed.

As shown in this video, and in AGA’s training material, part of AGA’s playbook is for the gas companies to
ask their own employees to post disinformation on social media. That seems to be the case here with
someone who has been handed this script to post.

11. New York State Senators & Assembly Members

Much of the disinformation described in this document is aimed at lawmakers and policy makers, either
directly, or through influencing public opinion and using ordinary citizens as tools for servicing the
financial objectives of the fossil fuel industry. However, not all lawmakers are targets. It should come as
no surprise that many lawmakers are passively complicit, and some are even active participants. This
section focuses on the latter.

Figure 19 shows examples of some NYS senators exhorting constituents to comment on the scoping
plan while exposing them to disinformation with varying levels of subtlety. For example, one senator’s
tweet has a link to an article in the Niagara Gazette that incorrectly claims that the cost of replacing a
heat pump system for both heating and cooling would be two to three times higher than the combined

https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1Za8-6_L98Fc8pEaLq7RakNFx8MawyPUhmCOnEp4bOKk/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hX2aZUav-54
https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/6766829/NG2018-Conference.pdf
https://www.niagara-gazette.com/news/local_news/county-comments-on-state-climate-plan/article_d3e0ace3-075a-55ef-8704-632e719d21e9.html


total cost of an equivalent furnace and air conditioner. Even if currently true, which it’s not, it is
misleading to use current prices of heat pumps for a comparison that’s likely not relevant for a decade
when, like any emerging technology, the heat pump costs will decline due to greater adoption, higher
volumes, and more trained and experienced workforce. The other examples in the figure at least qualify
as fear-mongering, if not downright disinformation.

Figure 19: A sampling of NYS senators urging constituents to oppose the scoping plan via social media,
emails, and their own websites.

Figure 20: The ranking member of the NYS Assembly Energy Committee speaking at the NYPGA Fall 2021
conference, during a Climate Action Council public hearing, and at the NYS Assembly hearing on all
electric buildings.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wbgr7PBrVAzI7-wi5A0qvPCa6nHahgyw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18Nls9xBUOMMww6j2w21DkJ8cm5XbW1tF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18Nls9xBUOMMww6j2w21DkJ8cm5XbW1tF/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/dZRibQKJLiU
https://nystateassembly.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=8&clip_id=6958
https://nystateassembly.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=8&clip_id=6958


The video clip in Figure 20 shows NYS Assembly’s ranking member of the Standing Committee on
Energy almost appearing to collude with the New York Propane Gas Association (Section 5) to push
back on the CLCPA. It is also remarkable coordination that the ranking member and the National Grid
executive (Section 4) repeatedly use similar phrasing, likely because raising concerns around costs and
reliability are the most effective scare tactics for turning public opinion against climate action.

12. “Natural Allies” to appeal to black and latino voters

Natural Allies is a relatively new industry PR group that targets young liberal voters of color in the
northeast, particularly New York and New Jersey, with explicitly false advertising that suggests that fossil
gas is not only clean, but is the fuel of the future. This group is led by Williams, which is also a key player
in the astroturfing entity New Yorkers for Affordable Energy (Section 2). Figure 21 shows an ad,
featuring children, that made rounds in New York and New Jersey during Earth Month 2022. It claimed
that fracked methane, which leaks through the entire “natural” gas infrastructure from extraction to
transportation to distribution to appliances and is a 85X more potent greenhouse gas near-term than
carbon dioxide, is accelerating our clean energy future! Their ad for the Black History Month is also
interesting (see caption on the right in Figure 21)

Figure 21: Some ads by the industry PR group Natural Allies to promote fossil gas.

13. Concluding remarks

This document catalogs many elements of the absolutely insidious and well-coordinated campaign by the
fossil fuel industry and its shills working feverishly to weaken, if not outright derail New York’s climate law.

https://nyassembly.gov/comm/?id=14
https://nyassembly.gov/comm/?id=14
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/jun/30/gas-industry-pr-advertise-people-of-color


This campaign is breathtaking in scope, magnitude and reach and is virtually inescapable by any New
Yorker.

The Climate Action Council’s work on the scoping plan is the result of an Herculean effort by its members
following an equally Herculean effort by climate organizers, bill sponsors, and their staff that lead to the
CLCPA being passed. We strongly urge the Council to stay steadfast in implementing the CLCPA’s goals
without delay or dilution, undeterred by the lies and intimidation by the fossil-fuel industry and its
accessories, while staying mindful that a substantial portion of the opposition to the scoping plan is likely
to have been coaxed from unsuspecting New Yorkers by self-serving actors using fear and
disinformation, using the recent spike in energy prices to amplify their message.

This document also highlights the fact that a public information and engagement effort rivaling the scope
and magnitude of the disinformation campaigns is absolutely critical for the success of the CLCPA.

14. How to access this information?

If you have a printed copy of this document, then you can scan the QR code below to access an on-line
version with live links to the sources and related content, which is also available at bit.ly/GaslightNY.

https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1avXHUNrxbi8vHbW72W7kl0O08uynqfes6icx6iRU_pA/edit

